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An inductively-Coupled Plasma (ICP) has been interfaced with a Selected-Ion Flow Tube
(SIFT) tandem mass spectrometer and this combination has been used in systematic
measurements of periodic trends in reactivity for reactions of molecular oxygen with
transition-metal cations both bare and attached to benzene.

The gas-phase oxidation of metal cation-benzene adduces in reactions with O2 can mimic
the oxidation of larger organometallic or biological molecules containing benzene units in the
presence of metals. Transition metal cations often provide the active sites in such processes
and can mediate oxidation reactions by binding molecular oxygen reversibly {O2 transport by
mioglobin) or by delivering an O-atom to various substrates (Cytochrome P-450).' To the
extent that benzene mimics graphite, the oxidation of metal-coated graphite also can be
simulated.

Experimental

Transition metal cations are produced in an ICP source,2 selected with a quadrupole mass
filter and injected upstream into a flow tube containing helium buffer gas at O.35±0.01 Torr
and 295±2 K. Benzene adduct ions are generated by adding benzene and thermalized by
collisions with He upstream of the reaction region. Reactant O2 is added midstream. Reactant
and product ions are selected by a second quadrupole and detected downstream. Ion signal
measurements are taken as a function of Oi flow and these provide reaction rate coefficients
and product ion distributions. Bond connectivities are determined by inducing collisional
fragmentation prior to sampling.3

Results and Discussion

Kinetic results obtained for primary reactions of benzene mono-adducts of all transition
metal cations (except Tc+) with molecular oxygen are presented in Figure 1. They are
presented as reaction efficiencies. I W k<, where kgw, is the measured reaction rate coefficient
and kc is the collision rate coefficient calculated using the Variational Transition State
Theory.'1 Also included are branching ratios for competing primary reaction channels.

The primary channels observed are described by reactions (1 a)-( 1 g). Some of these clearly
involve O-O (reactions la and lc), C-H (reaction Ic) or C-C (reaction If) bond activation.
The relative occurrence of these reaction channels clearly depends on the position of the
transition-metal cation in the periodic table, viz. the electronic structure of the metal cation.
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Figure I. Periodic variations in the rcactivitv' of transition metal caiion-bcnzcnc mono-adducts toward molecular
oxygen, krtjkc, where k*, is the measured rate coefficient and k̂  is the calculated collision rate coefficient. The
observed reaction channels are als« indicated with (heir measured branching ratios.

Benzene addiicts of early transition-metal cations exhibit rich chemistry that involves
competition between several (up to five) reaction channels. The overall reactions arc last,
approaching the collision limit, koi,, > 2.6xlO'iri cin'molecuIe'V. In sharp contrast, late
transition-metal cations simply add molecular oxygen and do so slowly, k ^ < 1.8x10''"
cm'molecule's', or they do not react measurably in the flow range investigated, kni* < 1.6
xlO12 cm'molecule'V (Ag, Cd). Some intermediate transition-metal cations react slowly but
still exhibit several primary reaction channels. Hg* does not form an addnct with benzene,
rather it abstracts an election.
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Figure 1 clearly shows that metal-benzene adduct ions of early transition metals activate
molecular oxygen and accept an 0 atom in a manner that we have previously established for
bare transition-metal ions (in the absence of benzene).5 Also we have found that M(Q,H6h*
ions do not accept an O atom and that O-atom transfer (with unit reaction efficiency) occurs
as a secondary reaction, reaction (2), for M = Nb, Mo, Ta and W.

MC6H6O* + O2 ->• MC(,H6OO* + O (2)

Molecular oxygen addition, reaction lb, occurs with most metal-benzene mono-adducts,
in contrast with what is observed in the absence of the benzene ligand.3 Molecular oxygen
addition is the exclusive reaction pathway for benzene adducts of late transition metal cations;
rate enhancement of up to one order of magnitude is observed when benzene is added to these
cations. Addition of molecular oxygen is also observed in reactions of benzene bis-adducts
with early transition metal cations (Sc*, Y+, L a \ Zr*, Hi*, Nb+ and Ta*). Reaction rate
coefficients for these addition reactions range from 1.7x10"'" cm'molecuIe'V for Ta(C6H6)2*
to 3.4xl0' lü cm3molecule"'s'' for La(C6H(,):*. Only one benzene bis-adduct of late transition
metal cations, ZnfCÄ):*, was observed to react with oxygen by addition, k ^ «= 4 .1x10"
cm'molecule's'1. O2 addition was also observed to occur with monoxides formed in reaction
(la). T iCAO*, VC6H6O*, ZrC6H6O* and HiCAO* reacted relatively fast by adding one
molecule of O2, k<*s > 7.9x10"" crn'molecule'V.

The dehydration channel (lc) occurs with V*, Cr*, Fe* and Re* (with Cr* and Fe* it is the
major channel)) and involves 0 - 0 and C-H activation. The product ions C r C ^ O * and
FeC6H(O+ behaved differently upon collisional dissociation and structures have been assigned
accordingly.

Reactions in which the metal is abstracted, reaction (Id), or in which the benzene ligand
switches with molecular oxygen, reaction (I e), result in the formation of neutral or cationic
transition-metal dioxides. Metal abstraction was observed for M = Sc, Ti, V, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf.
Ta, W, Re. Os, and Ir. Switching was observed for M = Sc, Ti, V, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, La, Hf, Ta,
W, Re and Os. The occurrence or non-occurrence of these channels allows estimations to be
made of thermochemical properties of (he metal dioxide species.

The benzene abstraction channel (lg) was observed with Cr*, Fe* and Co*. Formation of
the neutral product molecule catechot (1,2-dihydroxybenzene) provides the highest reaction
exothermicity.

The product metal ion can realtach to benzene and so initiate a catalytic cycle that results
in the oxidation of benzene to catechol.

The acetylene elimination channel (If) is unique to Os* and clearly involves benzene ring
cleavage.
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